
Professor Peter F. Drucker 
Social Science Department 
Claremont Graduate School 

Dear Professor Drucker: 

It is refreshing to read in the Wall Street Journal your appraisal of need for economic theory 
to change. But, dear heart, you have a Pollyannish attitude if you think we are doing the every 
fifty-year shuffle. Old brother--we are doing the five-hundred-year stomp. Feudalism was 
dying in 1475 and capitalism, as we know it, is having a coronary occlusion right now: 

1. We are heading into the fourth, intentionally created, desperate money crunch 
in ten years--never before having such a general series of traumatic disasters 
to all except the multi-national conspirators. 

2. Inflation caused by exporting what we do not have a surplus of to a world popu-
lation increasing at 1 1/2 million mouths per week--is destroying the American 
standard of living--and this is not, an unintended leveling by the Burns-Shultz-
Kissinger-Friedman world market boys. 

3. A 23-year force, military (C.I.A.) and monetary (Federal Reserve) world pro-
gram has cumulated into a total failure climaxing with one half of total federal 
debt originating in eight Nixon years between 1969 and 1977 after an unbelievable 
and as yet undisclosed "subversion of the political is the fourth dimension of 
the military" attempt of the power structure. 

4. Faced with a capital annual shortage accelerating from $50 billion annually on 
to God knows where --we are ruled by a hierarchy dedicated to military related 
expense consuming 60 to 70% of all non-Social Security federal dollars--
can interestinterest rates go but back to bankruptcy proportions. 

5. With 10% unemployed now and heading to a bottomless pit depression (50% 
ghetto unemployed) with new entries into labor market having no hope--military 
dictatorship, as General Gavin and Richard Ney suggest, will be demanded by 
W. A.S.P. great S.M. as soon as riotors start burning. 

All this crazy crap is so unnecessary, but on and on it will go, because reform as England 
achieved from 1815 to 1860 is beyond our concept capability, i.e. Congressional to Parliamentary 
system--central bank discounting production loans like Japanese with MI a Treasury re-
sponsibility--a unified drastically changed military relying on ground tactical missiles and 
submarine strategic missiles without tanks, planes, and WW II tactics, etc. 

Sincerely, 

Q,..5\03 .q. 
Charles A. Spears 
Student of History & Economics 
Box 430 
Sherman, Tx 75090 
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ESON 	COUNTY 

Mr: Carl T. Rowan 

Publishers Hall Syndicate 

30 E. 42nd Street 

New York, NY 10017 

Rowan: 

In your column—you seem to ridicule those who say the Warren (Ford) 

Commission was a bedamned lie? "You dOn't accuse people or governments 

of murder unless you can prove it""but deductive sequential evidence does 

prove it, and putting testimony of all those in position to know fro-m Angleton 

.and,Colson to un-named C.I.A. agents alio proves it 

The fault littsi  in the media for news being unwilling to persue the truth--it 

is too shoc g and horrible to be admissible--even the Supreme Court is 

involved since May 1974 in the cover-up. 

The modui6operendi is hypnotism used by secret police in the Lincoln case--

and not admissible in court because it would upset the entire judicial system 

to admit the truth that you or any one can be hypnotized under proper circum-

stance to do an in , including suicide. James Earl Ray has no idea why he 

did it--its an examp e. 

You say Liddy and Hunt were in Dallas--how about that charter member of 

the C.I.;A., the great Commie hunter himself in person, R. M.N. ? Are you 

afraid to mention that--Earl Golz (Dallas Morning News) wasn't and a lot of 
'other stuff too, although 100 people have been eliminated in regard to this. 

Sincerely, 

CIOL41, 	 ci :44%%'  

Charles A. Spears 

Student of History & Economics 

Box 430 

'Sherman, Tx 75090 
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